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Curly-Coated Retrievers are aroong the oldest retriever breeds. They have been
initially utiUzed for retrieving purposes in the past due eighteenth century. The breed
was developed in.England. lots of think the Curly-Coated Retriever was the result of .
crosses between the Close-Cur1ed Engfish drinking water Dog, as well as the aged
drinking water Spaniel. Breeds such as the Irish drinking water Spaniel, the
Labrador, as well as the Poodle could possibly also be corrponent of the Curly-
Coated Retriever's ancestry. This breed is an great
drinking water retriever, and can also be a terrific hunting cormanion despite the
truth that not exceptionally weD-known in the United States, they are very well-liked
in Australia and New Zealand. The breed was officially recognized through the AKC
in 1924.
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Curly Coated Retriever Description
The Curly-Coated Retriever is a large, hardy dog, who's body is sfightly longer than
it is tall. The mind is longer than it is wide. The topHne is degree as well as the neck
is powerful and slightly arched. The ITl.IZZIeis wedge-shaped tapering, rounding in
the bottom. The stop is shallow and sloping. The nose is black on black canines and
brown on liver dogs, with wide nostrils. The teeth meet in a scissors bite. The
hanging ears are somewhat small. The large, predominate, alroo~ shaped eye are
black or brown in black canines and brown or amber in liver colored dogs. The chest
is deep but not as well wide.
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The tail reaches roughly to the hock and is covered in curly hair, carried directly or
almost directly and is never docked. once the curls about the tail are trirrrred the
tail tapers to some point. Dewclaws are usually rerooved. The water-resistant coat
is incredibly unique coat with small, tight, curls that cover every conporent of your
body accept for that forehead, face, front of forelegs, and feet. The coat safeguards
the dog from brarrbles and icy waters. Coat colors are available in black or liver.
The coat could possibly have a small bright patch but it is not.R,feferred in the show
ring.
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Curly Coated Retriever Temperament
The Curly Coated Retriever was initially developed as a gun dog and their
terrperarrent and confonnation reflect this purpose. Curlies are still used in lots of
countries as bird hunting corrpanlons, such as in both upland and waterfowl hunting.
Like roost retrievers, they are valued as pets and so are a lively and fun-Ioving
breed. /!os prolonged since the Curly has enough exercise, it could be calm and laid
back again in the home environment, which would make them both a terrific activity
dog along with a placid member of the farrily.The Curly can be sometimes aloof with
strangers but are usually incredibly loyal and affectionate with their owners and
farrily. Curlies are very intelligent in general, but instruction can sometimes be
difficult as they can easily .
get bored with repetitive training. They rank 41st in Stanley Coren's The Intelligence
of Dogs, becorring of typical working/obedience inteUigence.
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Curlies are just one coated
breed with no undercoat,
as well as the small, tight
curls of the show-standard
dog are incredibly
uncomplicated to maintain.
A Curly kept as a
companion or as a hunter
do not must be elaborately
groorred, but ought to be
kept clear and absolutely
free of mats for that
wellness of the dog.
Bathing ought to be as
needed using a dog
shampoo. Show ring
exhibitors commonly trim
feathering from your tail, ears, belly, legs, and feet. Trimrring is not required when
exhibiting a Curly at a conformation dog show, but most judges could possibly
discount the dog if it is not trimrred. Shaving of your body coat is undesirable.

The Curly Coated Retriever breed is sensitive, independent, and has a tendency to
becorre stubborn. Early socialization and obedience instruction is crucial. It is
crucial that instruction sessions be brief and varied as they becorre bored quite
easily. Curly Coated Retriever's do not respond to harsh or heavy-handed rrethods.
instruction should be executed with firrmess, fairness, and consistency.
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